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Barring the reinstatement of country-wide non-essential business closures, we assess the illicit massage industry (IMI) 
remains well-positioned for a return to normal operations by mid-to-late 2020. We judge that the relatively short duration 
of recent business closures was likely insufficient to significantly undermine IMI finances writ-large, although a small 
number of illicit massage business (IMB) owners who decided against operating clandestinely during this period may be 
forced to close their businesses if expenses continue to exceed sex buyer demand. Although COVID-19’s long-term impact 
on the commercial sex industry remains unclear, we posit that a sharp uptick in other brothel operations during the 
pandemic will likely persist throughout 2020 and possibly into 2021, resulting in increased rivalries between IMB owners 
and brothel operators. For the most part, high-frequency sex buyers will almost certainly return to IMBs in the short-to-
medium term, according to information contained on online commercial sex forums, although a small percentage of buyers 
may forgo IMBs until there is either a vaccine or effective treatment for COVID-19. Insufficient health code enforcement 
and unsanitary working conditions at IMBs, to include close physical contact with asymptomatic buyers, will almost 
certainly compound the risks faced by victim-worker populations and increase the likelihood that more victim-workers will 
contract the virus.  
 

RE-OPENINGS LARGELY WELCOMED: Many IMB owners and even some victim-workers appeared to welcome the decision by most 
states to re-open personal care businesses, including massage parlors, as they had been unable to generate income during the 
health crisis, according to interviews with current and former victim-workers. Some IMB owners resorted to offering higher-
risk sexual services, such as out calls, to vetted buyers during the closures as a means to generate revenue, based on 
information contained on commercial sex forums. We judge this lucrative practice may continue well-beyond the health crisis, 
as some buyers have likely become accustomed to these personalized services. Sex buyers also reported unexpectedly high 
wait-times throughout June 2020 as IMBs re-opened across the country. Although many buyers appeared eager to return to 
the IMB marketplace, we also suspect that perceived demand spikes may have been the result of temporary reductions in 
overall IMB capacity, as storefront re-openings were staggered over a two-to-four-week period. Changes in IMB pricing 
appeared uneven, however, with some sex buyers claiming that prices had increased from pre-COVID levels, whereas others, 
particularly on the West Coast, reported lower prices for sexual services.  
 

INCREASED BUYER SCREENING UPON ARRIVAL: Commercial sex buyers, as well as many IMB owners, reported new buyer screening 
procedures in response to the pandemic, such as temperature checks upon arrival; mandatory paperwork requirements 
waiving an IMB’s legal liability should a buyer contract COVID-19 on-site; and, mask requirements for the entirety of an IMB 
service. In at least one instance, a buyer in Missouri claimed that he had been sprayed with Lysol after disrobing. In many 
other cases, buyers reported that victim-workers wore masks and latex gloves while providing both massage and 
accompanying sexual services.  
 

VICTIM-WORKERS LIKELY FACE INCREASED HEALTH RISKS: IMB re-openings will result in increased physical contact between 
vulnerable victim-worker populations and asymptomatic sex buyers who pass initial health screenings. We assess victim-
worker protections will largely be limited to non-hospital grade masks and latex gloves, which alone may be insufficient to 
protect against exposure to the virus, according to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). We therefore judge that infection 
rates amongst victim-workers will likely increase. We further judge that most victim-workers will be unable or potentially 
unwilling to get tested for COVID-19 because they fear deportation and/or lack access to Chinese-language resources about 
available testing options. Moreover, the likely continuation of out-call services will put some victim-workers at an even 
greater risk for infection, as these niche buyers will likely eschew health screening protocols altogether.  
 

SMUGGLING AND RECRUITMENT: Global travel restrictions will likely inhibit the ability of new IMB victim-workers to travel from 
Asia to the United States, which could result in a corresponding increase in human smuggling activities, to include 
transporting individuals via shipping crates and/or trafficking them across the U.S.-Mexico border. Nevertheless, U.S.-based 
victim-workers not beholden to a debt bondage may enjoy greater flexibility in responding to IMB recruitment 
advertisements, as IMB owners will probably be forced to compete over a smaller pool of available workers already present in 
the United States. As a result, we posit some IMB owners will offer increased pay and possible health protections as a means 
to entice new workers. 
 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMI DISRUPTON PERSIST DESPITE RE-OPENINGS: Attempts by state and local officials to address racism within our 
communities provide stakeholders with a unique opportunity to dismantle the IMI, which preys on vulnerable minorities.   
 

• We assess federal and Congressional-level scrutiny of taxpayer provided COVID-19 relief programs will likely reveal 
that some IMB owners filed fraudulent paperwork as part of the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP).  
 



• Landlord education programs (LEPs) remain an effective, low-cost mechanism to evict IMBs from commercial 
storefronts. 

 

• Increased health inspections of massage parlors in the wake of the pandemic could also help uncover unsanitary and 
illegal working conditions at IMBs, which could be used as an impetus to shut-down IMBs and prosecute IMB owners. 


